Graduation Project Flowchart

Have I done something that meets grad project criteria?

No

Come up with an idea for a graduation project, get a sponsor. Complete proposal form and submit to Graduation Project Coordinator

The proposal is approved

Complete graduation project- be sure to take pictures, and account for your hours

If research paper: submit on Blackboard

If service, career/cultural experience, or exhibition: turn in log and 3 page reflection paper to Main Office

Use google form to sign up for graduation project presentation. This form can be found on Blackboard and the high school website

Yes

Complete proposal form and submit to Graduation Project Coordinator

The proposal is not approved

Student will be called down and proposal sheet will be returned

Present your graduation project – see “Graduation Project Rubric”

Your name is printed on the pass list – congratulations! You have completed graduation project

Your name is not on the pass list – please see Graduation Project Coordinator to see what you need to do to pass